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EXPO 1989 will b e held at
the Alumni Circleon Sep'
tember 13. Tim es are 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. and 4
p.m. until 6 p.m. BE
THERE!

Assembly Makes Nominations~
Disputes Executive M:eeting
by Thomas Kovach
news editor
Student Government Association
assem bly members ques{ioned
Diresctor of the Campus Police,
J ohn Pickens , about the parking
si tuation and nominations of committee chairmen were appOinted as
the assembly went into session on
Tuesday.
Assembly members are disputing, however , whether or not action
taken by the Excutive Committee to
appoi nt five Student Court Justices
on August 24 is binding.
SGA members Shaun McDonald
and Alia Pruzhansky say that since
no committee cha irmen were
nominated at the time, the action
didn't occur. In order for a actio n to
be taken. they say , a quorum (fifty
perc ent plus one member) must be
in Atte ndance

Article Three , Section I of the bylaws states that " The officer of the
assocaition with the assembly' s
standing Committee Chairperson
shall comprise the Executive Committee of the Assembly. "
The six Executive Chairs were
named Aug~ 21 and the e ight Com,
mittee Chairs were ' appointed
Sept. 5.
Other assembly members, like
Parliamentarian Mike Finley and
SGA president Terence Small, say
that the Executive Committee
needed to go into session beacuse of
~he excess park ing tickets compiled
over the summer.
.
They are referring to Artcle III,
Section D that stated " The Executive Committee of the Assembly
shall function in pla ce of the
Assembly with emergency business
and budget decisions which must be
completed prior to the next

National
by Deon Wortham
reporter
The Tau Kappa Epsilon Interna tio nal F rater nttY, 'in r.esp,onse to
last year s legi slation pa';se d by
Congress which bans the use of hazing as a form of pledging, has voted
to eliminate the procedure in all
TKE chapters nationwide.
The rul e was passed by the undergraduate delegates from the fraternity's more than 280 chapters during
the 45th national convention , held
last
August
in
Indi anapolis ,
Indi ana.
The TKE fraternity has over 177,000 initiated members and 16.000
act ive undergraduates.
Among
those there are 15 he re at the UM -St.
Louis campus.
Missouri State law decribes hazing as " a willful act , occuring on or
off campus of a n educational
institution, and any activity that
recklessly endangers the physical
or emotional health and safety of a
stjldent,
including
physical
brutality such as: whipping, beating,
branding, exposure to elements ,
forced consumption of any foo d.
Ii qour and drugs or tobacco
products. "
In a national press release, TKE 's
Cha irman Bruce B. Melchert s tate s.
'The elimination of pledging is the
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most significant event in recent history of the fraternity system. " He
also adds that "if our founding
fatbers didn't have pledging, and so,
ilta sens Yle a l;-e.l;.e.tJJ.I'lai,ng.to ro ots
I'm proud t hat our cliapter leaders
viewed t he change as necessary and
vital to the future of our
fraternity .. ,
College frat.ernities have existed
for more than 200 years and began
with the Phi Beta Kappa at William
an d Mary College in WiHiamsburg,
Va. Tod ay there are more than two
million fr a ternity alumni from 59
national
fraternties .
Pledging
evol ved in the late nineteenth century and was meant to be a rite of
passage for new recruits before they
were initiated into fraternities with
full rights and privileges of
membership.
In the state of Mi;;souri , the
co urse of action came about in the
sprin g of 1988 when the Mis souri
State Legislatures passed a state
law which bans hazing from all
ed ucational institutions in the state .
The action came from the death of a
student at the University of Missouri at Rolla during a St.Patrick's
Day party in March of 1988, in which
a student Anthony J. Busalaki , from
Flori ssa nt, Mo, participated in a
drinking contest.
" Hazing is senseless brutality.

scheduled
meeting
of
the
Assembly.';
The situation has not yet been
. resolved and could come up at the
next SGA meeting
Also brpught up was the que stio n
. of when the parking situatiop will
return to· normal. Originally, Pickens didn 't want to comm e nt on
parking on campus. But after
adressing assembly members on
safety, the Cheif was compelled to
talk about the parking situation.
"1 guess I will touch on parking. I
can't get away from it," Picken s
said . " The students this semester
have been understanding. My staff
has been increased in the parking
lots. One of the reasons for that is to
eliminate you from driving around
and around to find a parking spot. "
He stated t hat no parking tickets '
see ASSEMBLY, page 6

Major Changes

Wente: Sta tion Needs Facelift
by Barb Beaudean
associate news editor
Alth'ough she has only been on .
the job for one month Patricia
Went e, General Manager of
KWMU, has one thing in common
with Chancellor Marguerite Ross
Barnett - to build a better radio
station and construct a new
state-of-the-art
Comcomplex,
munications
respectively.
The Chancellor's Five-Year
Pl a n is designed to improve
economic dev elo pment for the
campus , St. Louis and the state of
Missouri.
.
One of those plans is to construct a Communications Arts
Complex th at would house the
Commun ication, Art and Music
Deepartments, the public radio
t ation , vi deo studios. theaters ,

Ban Hazin
You cannot make friends by beating
them up . Someone who indulges in
that kind of activity should be prosecuted ." said Stephen Hoyer, an
active member of Sigm a Pi.
The reacn rrto the deC'isiol1 b tbe
National TKE fraternity orgni zalion was greatly appreciated by the
TKE fraterni ty here at the UMSt.Louis campus.
" I'm glad that finally someone
decided to do something about this
matter. Our fraternity was the one
that th e nati onal office decided to
test and see if this new education
program on hazing would work ,".
said Mark Monday, president of the
TKE's. ;' The elimination of hazing
pretty much breaks down some of
the traditonal procedures in pledging, but what this does is that it
shows the new recruits a positive
side of a fraternity. especally
ours ."
Under the Missouri State 1988
revised statue 578.360-578.365 , hazing is listed as a Class A mis demeaor in which the penalty for
anyone who participates in thi s type
of activ.ity will be imprisonment.
Instead of a pledge period (which
is a 12-16 week period after rush ,
during the fall) , new recruits will be
admitted and will have the same
rights and privileges of full membership . Newly initiated members

Sandy MacLean
will participate in a three-level
educational program. All members
are expe cte d to complete these
levels in order to maintain active
membership each year.
Vito Alu. pr esident of the Sigma
Pi at l ii\1-St. Loius sa id that. "if anyone wants to ·become a member of
our fraternity . they must par ticipate in a new examination process, which includes testing in
see TKE, page 4

an art gallery' and conference/
classrooms.
" KWMU is licensed to serve
the community and it' s iny hope
to access the overall needs of the
community with dire ct involvem e nt of the licensee to create a
state-of-the-art facility ," Wente
said.
Wente explained the need for a
new facility.
" Tight quarters are causing a
problem with profess ional effective broadcasting," Wente said . "
Also, we are a public facili ty and
when community people come in
to be interviewed they can' t find
the faCility because it is hidden.
Once they do find us it is an
embarrassment.
"The facility needs to be
upgraded . I want to educate the
University decision makers as to
what state-of-the-art broadcasting is so th ey can make a deci s ion
on how they see their licensee
moving in the future. I want them
to see what other radio stations
are like." she adds.
Wente is presently meeting
with the full-time s taff and looking at the University job descriptions. " I a m trying to figure out
how the station works . I am also
meeting with community mem
bers to see how they view
KWMU's past, present, and
future. I am looking at past s uccesses and failures , " she said.
Currently KWMU 's format
includes classical , jazz, news and
public affairs. \Vente feels she
ca nnot make any changes until
she evaluates the station.

Wente
r ep lace d
Rainer
Steinhoff who left the station.
"He had a change in direction
and decided to re sign from the
station to pursu e other interests ," Bernie Hayes, News
Dire ctor of KWMU ,s aid.
Wente accepted the po sition
be cause s he felt that, " this progressi ve administration has
vision for the best and they forsee great potential for the
station ..,
Wente came from Washington
D.C. where she had been working
for CPB (Corporation for Public
Brcad casting).
"I made on sight inspections
and monitored all of the grants
for radio and T.V. stations ," she
said . " I had been on the National
level for two vears and wanted to
r eturn to the Midwest. " she
said.
Since KWMU is a public radio
station of st. Louis , community
involvement is essentia l. Li steners are involv ed in all as pects
of the station; from fundraising ,
to contributions and volunteer
work.
The force behind KWMU is the
staff . And We nte is confident of
her employees. " 75% of t he staff
are UM-SL Loui s gr aduates who
Ll sed to be s t udent emp loyees
and int erns. I am impre ssed w it h
the amount of dedi catio n and
involvement th at this staff has
bee n able to do with the limite d
amount of resources t hat they
have been' provided ."
se e KWMU, page 6

EXPO 198 9 : Exposing
Campus 'Organizations
The start of the fall semester
inevitably brings with it the
makings for EXPO '89 with the
conglomeration
of
student
~ganizations
displaying
their
various claims to fame.
Many of the organizations have
planned activities to get other
stUdents involved . Many of the
groups will be giving away items
and prizes to students passing by.
Keychains, pens, pencils and
balloons will be among the
giveaways.

During the one day event, Food
Services will be selling cotton
candy, hamburgers , hot dogs and
popcorn.
. Th~ Ralph Butler Band will proVide entertainment through out the
day. The local band is responsible
f.or several local hits including the
"Sold On St. Louis" theme.
The event will be held on Wednesday, September 13 betw ee n the
hours of 10 am and 2 p.m. as well
as
4
p.m.
and
6
p.m.

Math, Writing Labs Adds Up To Help
by David Barnes

reporter

CH~CKING THINGS OUT:UM-St. Louis Police Sergeant James
Smally checks out a .357 magnum box with its instructions in it. No
gun was in the box and police have no clue as to who dropped it off,
,Photo by Steve Eschne'r:

Students experiencing trouble
balancing an equation or writing a
pape r can seek help at the UM- St.
Louis math and writing labs ,
according to several tutors and
supervisors
involved ' in
the
program .
" We' re not here to write the
papers, " said tutor D' An Klar of th e
writing lab in SSB 409a. The tutors
help with organization, editing, and
making the paper read better, she
said.
" We don't proofread a paper for
little things like spelling and
punctu<lpon," said tutor Mark
Smith. FIe added that they would not
belp a student coming in with a
paper just before it was due and
wanting them to look it.over for mistakes. Students need to " come in
with spec ific problems" said tutor
Paula Coalier.
" We can [al so] help [students]
develop an idea if they don' t have
rone and bring in their assignment
sheet," Smith said .
Students may make appointments
or simply walk in. Klar said it was
" best that they don' t wait until the
last minute" . She said that last year,
when using the lab , there could be up
to an hour wait during busy times.
T\.vo Apple and two IBM computers are ' available and the la~
see HELP, page 4

HELPING MATH HAND:Tutorsand students at U M-St. Louis work with each otheron math problems In the
Math Lab. The lab is located in 425 in the Social Sciences Building. Photo by David Barnes.
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Campus Calendar
Thursday September 7

Monday September 11

e The
Physical' Education
Department is offering three
classes aimed at improving the
health of students. An Evening
Aerobic Dance is offered from
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. every
Thursday night at the Mark Twain
Building, in room 221. The
department also is offering
Noontime Aerobic Dance from

12:10 p.m. to 12:50 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,
in room 161 in the Mark Twain
Building. Aquarobics meets
Monday and Wednesday in the
Mark Twain Pool from 5:30 p.m.6:30 p.m. For more information,
call 553-6012 or 553-5226.

.Astronomical Photography,

Friday September 8

a course for sky observers, is
offered by the UM-St. Louis Continuing . Education-Extension.
The first class meets tonight
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Subsequent
classes will meet at the professor's home on Friday or Saturday nights. The fee for the course
is $70. For more information, call
Joe Williams at 553-5961 .

• Monday Noon Series begins
it's line-up for the the 1989-90
year with Humor in Art with
Elizabeth Val/anc::~, D~.ector

e Don Dallas' Rivermen Soccer Team take the field tonight
at St. Louis University. Game
time is set for 7:30 p.m. The
Rivermen return home Wednesday Sept. 13 fora match against
Washington University at 7:30
p.m .

e Noted author and Associate
Professor of English at U M-St.
Louis, Howard Schwartz will be
a featured storyteller and lecturer at the Jewish Folk Arts
Festival this weekend. The
'~went will be held at the JCCA, 2
Milestone Campus Drive. For

of Education for the St. Louis
Art Museum. The performance
will be held in room 229 at the
J.C. Penny Building.

Tuesday September 12·
eThe Women's Center is offertwo
s·eminars.
Angie
ing
Boudewyns,
Director
of
Horizons will discuss time
management from 12:30- 2

Sunday September 10

.On all Fridays of September,
the Newman House is holding a
free barbeque from 5-8 p.m. at
their house on 8200 Natural
Bridge Road. All are invited to
attend the Daily Mass held Wednesdays at noon, Thursdays at
11, and Fridays at noon, in 266
University Center.

Thursday September 14

more information, call Eleanor
Schneider at 423-5700, ext
147.
.
• A mixe,d debate by mempers of
the UM-St. Louis debate team
and the Oxford Union Society
from Great Britian that was held

p.m. From 2-3 p.m., A.A. Meeting to Support Women in
Twelve Step Programs will
meet to discuss the 12 steps in
recovery. For more information,
call 553-5380.

on campus April 12 of last year,
will be aired on the Higher
Education Channel. The program will be run tonight at 7 p.m.
Otherairtimes are Tuesdays at 7 ,
am. and 2:30 p.m.; and Wednesdays and Fridays at 9 p.m.

eThe UM-St. Louis 'I.'omen "
Tennis Team is holding a
organizational
meeting
on
Thrusday in Room 203 in the
·Mark Twain Building.For more
information, call Pam Steinmetz at 553-5125.

.The
Riverwomen , soccer
team plays Barry Unive~sity at
noon at the UM-St. LoUIS Soccer Stadium . Admissio~ .is free
with aU M-St. LouiS identification
card.

• All business majors are invited
to attend The Accounting
Club's first meeting of the
school year at 1 :30 p.m. in
Room 78 J.C. Penny Anne
Wagner from the Carrer Planning and Placement Office will
speak about interviewing. Cardinal baseball tickets will be sold
to members and guests for only
$5.

eThe UM-St. Louis Volleyball
Team will participate in the
annual
Red
and
Gold
Invitational Tpurnament at the
Mark Twain Building today and
Saturday. Times are still to be
announced. Admission is free
with a U M-St. Louis identification
card.

NEWSBRIEFS
With President George Bush
as their honorary chairman,
UM-St Louis sociology and
ethnomsicology professor K.
Peter Etzkorn has been elected
secretary of the Board of
Directors of Sister Cities International, a program that links
cities with international
communities.
The Sister Cities brings
together municipal and voluntary commun ity resources for
the purpose pf international
communication and interaction. St Louis' sister cities are
Bologna Italy ; Galway Ireland;
Lyon France ; Nanjing , Pe ople's
Republi c of China; Stuttgart
Federal Republic of Germany;
and Suwa, Japan.
Etzkorn replaces retiring
board member, and former
mayor of St. Louis , James Conway . Etzkorn is a former vicepresidentof the International
Institute of St. Louis and the
founding chair of the St. Louis
Council of Sister Cities.

000
Two UM-St. Louis students
fr om the International Honor
Society have received
scholarships for their work
with the Education Department , Kappa Delta Pi
announced.
Maureen Taylor, a doctoral
candidate in couns·e lor education , was awarded the
Educational Founders Counselors Scholarship. The award
was one of five given annually

t

to stud ent across the nation.
Taylor was chosen to receive
the award becuase of her
id e als of scholarship , high personal standards of conduct, and
excellent teaching potential.
Jancie Davis, an elementary
edu cation major, was given the
Mary Gibbs SCholarship, a
$2,000 award from the Houston
Endowment Inc .
Davi s' academic
ach eivements include President of the Student Missouri
Tea chers Association, the student repres entative on the UMSt. Louis Teachers Education
Council , and Founder and
President of the Education
Peer Advis ors.
The Mary Gibb s Scholarship
is nam ed after Mary Gibbs
Jone s, a Houston
phila~thropist who donates to .
the society' s scholarship funds .
Kappa Delta Pi was
org ani zed to recognize
excellence in education.

0 00
Directed by UM-St. Louis
professor Charles Granger and
spons ered by the Missouri
Coordinating Board of Higher
Education, a new manual
establishing core requirements
has been published by the
University .
Granger, a professor of biology and education,
collaborated with a team of
science teachers with consultants to compile a 315 page
report entitled " Cirricular
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Materials for Teaching Core
Competencies and Key Skills
in the Life Sciences." The
requirements are those
established by the state 's
Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education .
The manual is comprised of
25 laboratory experiences that
focus on 15 life-science concepts involving key skills from
grades 3 through 10 .
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Sin ister 'Senate
It seems quite ironic that the University Senate would even
consider cutting student representatiOlI as a means of dealing
with the lack of student participation in the senate.
When the Bylaws and Rules Committee meets on Friday,
perhaps more logical thinking will prevail. It's frightening to
even think that a body which is so well educated and supposedly dedicated to students would even think of such a dastardly deed.
When looking at the attendance to the senate committee
meetings, faculty attendance is far from perfect. When the
sheer difference in numbers (75 faculty to 25 students), having 50 percent of the members from either side seems to be
the norm, but the appearance is that the student attendance is
much lower.
Cutting student representation can be beneficial to the
senate , though. It means that they can pass though whatever
they see fit with only a token student protest or approval. It
means that they can be on the same level as the administration and take their turn at screwing the students. Why should
C. Peter Magrath and the rest of the UM administrators have
all the fun?
The faculty at this school exist solely because of the
students who pay their salaries through tuition and taxes, but,
yet , student opinions and concerns are often taken with a
grain of salt. The situation can be compared on a national
scale. What if voting rights were taken away from anyone who
didn't vote in the preSidential election last fall? How many
professors would lose out?
Student government President Terence Small told the Current that he thought the senate "had something up its sleeve"
with the proposed cut. How right you are, Mr. Small; it's a
noose to hang whatever is left of student involvement after
they are finished with it.
Instead of giving the knive a final twist, the senate should
maybe remove it and apply some first aid in the form of working with the student senators to create better scheduling of
meetings and give them some encouragement for a change.
How can the faculty expect any respect from the students if
they are the ones to harm the students.
Hopefully this is a case of a few misguided faculty members
trying to shove a proposal on the rest of the senate. All other
senators who see the hipocracy in thier colleague' s logic
should band togetther to stop it. The ones who were vicious
enough to think of the proposal in the first place should do the
right thing and resign. The profession of teaching does not
need those with no reguard for the rights of students.
All students who are concerned (and that should be about
12,200) should show up to 411 Woods Hall(that's where the
meeting is) at 8am friday to protest this action.

Justice JUlllhle
Rumb!ings in the student government last Tuesday were
reminiscent of U.S. senate hearings to approve Supreme
Court justices. Both sides have a good point and each side
needs to consider the other point of view.
On one side are SGA President Terence Small and his
executive committee. On the other are members of the
assembly who interpret the by-laws differently.
Small is correct in appointing the justices of student court
swiftly and abides by the SGA constitution in doing so . The dif.
ficulty lies in the approval of the justices.
The student assembly should have the right to approve the
choices for student court, but they were denied that by the
executive committee who took it upon themselves to decide
for the entire assembly due to the large number of parking
tickets waiting to be appealed. Emergency or not, the court
has not taken any action on the situation since their appointment, which sends a message that there was a false
emergency.
.
The best solution is to let the assembly approve the justices
so they can get on with their work. It would also help ease
accusations that small's choices were racist and sexist.
Actually, it wouldn't matter if all the justices were
Czechoslovakian, as long as they get the job done.
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Quayle, Baby Doc, .Small: Puppets for Life

oblivion

FOR 1992

A REMINDER,
by Shawn M. Foppe
managing editor
Dan Quayle should change his last
name.
Ever since Dan Quayle was
nominated
for
vice-president,
quails have had a hard time of it. The
small game bird now suffers the
same reputation as the dodo bird ,
pigeons, turkeys and the rest of the
winged rats
of the
animal
kingdom .
Dodos have come to signify
uselessness and futility, of which
politicians are often accused.
Pigeons defecate and otherwise fill
the city with unwanted manure;
similar to what politicians do when
giving speeches . And turkeys, well
enough s aid.
Dan Quayle represents all that is
mediocre. His law school grades ,
his service record and his stand on .
the issues leave nothing to be
remembered. In fact, since he was
elected, there have been more
sightings of Elvis than of Quayle . .
Now before all you Young
Republicans start sending me hate
mail , Quayle had his chance.
Since his nomination, the press
and public have hounded J. Danforth about his mediocrity. Quayle
could have taken the high road and
come out as a strong leader but then
I guess you have to be a strong
leader in order to act like one . His
views on ·everything from abortion,
to drugs to the space agency have at
best, represented reading appropriate for the brain dead.
But wait, while looking up the
definition of the word quail, I came
across an obscure and rarely used
meaning-to draw back in fear;loose
heart or courage;cower. So Dan, I
take it all back; your name is
a·ppropriate.

***

Speaking of manure, has anyone
been listening to what Terence
Small has been up to lately?
It seems our venerable president
of Student Government Association,
SGA , has been following in the
footsteps of the former dictator of
Haiti, "Baby Doc" Duvalier.
Over the summer Small has pretended to seek an amicable restructuring of student government. But
once the semester and official
meetings of SGA began, it became
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all too clear that what Srriall wanted
was an organization that would rubber stamp all his proposals . And if
they wouldn' t do what he wanted, he
would ignore the rules and do what
he wanted anyway.
He has spent most of the two official meetings of the assembly blaming all the problems on the former
administration. Granted, many of
the current difficulties facing the
assembly resulted from mis·
management · of the previous
administration, but as Harry Tru man said , " The buck stops here. " It
is time for Small to realize the the
post he has been ' playing' at is an
important and integral leadersh~.p
role on this campus. He needs to
work with the assembly to solve
problems, not become one .
A perfect example of how Small is
creating problems is the Student
Court. According to SGA bylaws,"five students shall be appoin-

ted by the Student Association
President with approval by the
Assembly ... " At the August 21 SGA
meeting, Small presented a slate of
four candidates (or court. After
much discussion, approval of the
candidates was tabled until the September 5 assembly meeting at
which time Small was to present the
candidates in person.
On August 24, Small called an
emergency meeting of the executi ve committee of SGA at which time
Small motioned the approval of
Christopher Daniel , Lesa Henderson, Mark Grimes , Quamar Abassi ;
and Fiaz Mohamed as the Student
Court. The motion was seconded
and approved by a vote of 6 in favor
and no oppositions or abstentions.
Small reasoned that the overload
of tickets facing the court compromised a serious enough issue to
warrant the emergency action of the
committee.
The flaw with that reasoning is

that the section of the constitution
that allows the executive cpmmittee to take such action indicates that
the action should be taken when
necessary business must be completed before the next scheduled
regular meeting of the assembly.
Many douDt the validity of the
emergency since a meeting had
been scheduled for September 5,
slightly less than two weeks from
when Small called the executive
committee meeting.
In that time, the court has met and
elected a chief justice but little else
has been accomplished by the court
which serves to question Small's
motives.
In addition, various members of
the assembly are questioning the
authority of the executive committee since the com'mittee did not
have the proper number of members present to constitute a quorum,
the minimum number of people
necessary to conduct business. The
committee consists of "the officers
of the Association together with the
Assembly's standing committee
chairpersons ... "
Small has said time and time
again that he feels the constitution
and by-laws are too confusing and
should be disregarded. Now he has
attempted to appoint his own puppet
court by circumventing those bylaws. He doesn't like the fact that
certain members of the assembly
are
questioning
his
racial
motivations of the appointments,
therefore he silences their objections by holding an illegal
meeting.
Small says that racial objections
over
his . appointments
are
unmeritorious and a . " slap in the
face" to him. The assembly lias
every right to question the racial
motivations
or
any
other
motivations of his politiral appointees . It is their responisbility and
duty to do so and to make sure that
SGA is as well represented and fair
as possible.
.
If Small is going to get thin
skinned every time someone questions his motives, perhaps he is the
wrong man for the job, after all he
won the presidency by default and
without a clear majority of the student body 's support. Now he is trying to railroad SGA into becoming
his own private rubber stamp.
Well wake-up Mr. President, this
assembly is not going to rubber
stamp everything you want, and
with good reason; you have yet to
justify any reason for support from
either the assembly or the student
body. To quote Mr. Truman once
again . "if you can't stand the heat ,
get out of the kHchen~'

Letters~______________~______~~___
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Who's Responsibility Is It Anyway?
D·e ar Editor,
One of the goals of every university is to teach responsibility. A few
of these responsibilities include
obtaining the app?,opriate ' classes
for graduation, getting to school on
time and turning in assignments on'
time.
Good.
I'm
all
for
responsibility.
Ideally, when two parties are
invol ved, responsibility should be
shared. UM-St. Louis seems unwilling or unable to accept its share of
the responsibility with stUdents and

its shortcomings in that area are
putting an IncreaSing burden on
students.
.
UM-St. Louis has failed to provide
adequate parking inspite of a hefty
parking fee, so it becomes the
stUdent's responsibility to get to
school an hour before classes begin
in order to compete for a parkmg
spot.
UM-St.Louis cancels a mandatory
class that it requires for gradllation
without notifying stUdents who have
already paid for the class. so it
becomes the student's responsibili-

ty to find a way to meet the requirement, even if it means taking an
alternate class at ajunior college in
the student's senior year.
UM-St. Louis bookstore fails to
stock an adequate supply of books
required for· classes, but it becomes
the student's responsibility to have
sections read by a certain date and
book reports turned in on time.
UM-St. Louis library is in complete disarry , but it' s the student's
responsibility to maneuver a way
through an obstacle course for
books that are unavailable most of

the time.
Naturally, I realize this is a. well
structured conspiracy to ' get
students ready for the "real" world
where responsibility is constantly
being shifted. Nevertheless, at the
begining of each semester when I
hear the professors give their initiation speech beginning with un is the
responsibility of the student to ... ," I
get a deep sense of for~boding .
Cynthia Bow"n, Senior
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University Ranks Low In Default Rates

from page 1
" We've also got video tapes used
by math students as supplemental
lectures. If they miss a class they
can catch up," DeFreese said.
Students cannot take tapes home,
she said, but two video machines in
the lab can be used for viewing.

offers brief lessons on how they
work. Writers may use them to edit,
revise, insert or delete. The papers
can then be printed out on
document-quality
dot
matrix
printers .
To save a paper on disc, Klar
recommends that students bring in
a soft disc for the Apples or a soft or
hard disc for the IBMs. "They can
use the ones here ," she said, "but we
can't guarantee that they won't be
ruined by other students ."

by Thomas Kovach
news editor
.
Though Education Secretary
Lauro Cavazos is leading a fight to
prevent students from not paying
back loans, UM- St. Louis Financial
Aid Director Mark Nugent is praising how the university and students
are keeping the loan default rate at
a low number.
According to a list provided by the
Education Department for the
states of Missouri and lllinois, UMSt. Louis has only 8.3 percent of
students, or 327 , that were supposed
to pay back their loans in 1986, but
defaulted on them that year or in
1987.

Three IBM PC's are in the lab, but
DeFresse emphasizes that more
sofware is needed. A student can
only be taught BASIC computer
language by an IBM, but DeFreese
said they hope to be able in the
future to buy programs that "would
offer tutorial lessons for students"
in all disciplines.

As for problems in math, students
"don't have to just sit at home and be
frustrated with their homework,"
said Math Lab supervisor Carol
DeFreese. The room, located in SSB
425, offers tutors , computers , and
video machines to aide in comprehending arithmetic and computer science.

Last spring's state budget crisis
created worry that if higher education were cut, the math lab would be
eliminated. "We were concerned
about that, " DeFreese said. "Right
now the math lab is just a year to
year thing. If the money were cut it
is possible the math lab would still
be here, but our hours would be
cut."

DeFreese said tutors who have
completed at least three semesters
of Calculus with aB average are selected to help the students. Jim
Russell, a tutor majoring in Computer Science and minoring in Math,
said " some [tutors) are strictly
math [while] some are stronger in
business."

In the Bi-State region, Tarkio
College in Missouri had the highest
perecentage of students [78.7 ,
1,154) . The Reusing School of
Beauty in S1. Louis came in second
[72.2,79 students] for students who
do not pay back their loans.
One of the reasons behind the low
default rate at UM-SL Louis is that
many; students do pay back their
loans when they are notified,
according to Nugent. Other reasons
cited by Nugent are students with
" better job prospects are more
li.kely to pay back their- loans and
that a lot of them are reluctant to
borrow every oUrer year."
Depending on the school and the
Circumstance, Nugent said, some
schools are caught in a situation

The Writing Lah is also on the
South Campus Classroom Building
in room B-10a.
" Our major advantage is that we
are free. The minimum going rate
for a tutor is $10 an hour , and all we
require is that they fill out a computer form," DeFreese said.

StUdents "need to pin down times
when they will be in," he said, if they
want to find a tutor more knowledgable in, for example , chemistry
physics or statistics.

'where the students get a loan and do
not pay it back. Though this makes a
student not qualify for financial aid
again, institutions "are at the mercy
of those things," he said.
On June 2, Cavazos made a long
list of proposal's to cut down on the
billion-dollar student default rate.
One of his plans is to ask Congress to
allow banks to garnish up to 10 percent of pay to a defaulting former
student.
And to avoid this, the Financial
Aid office at UM-St. Louis has set up
an interview with a student who
wants a loan so they know what type
of person is receiving the loan.
Nugent hopes that this procedure
will cut back on those who leave
school and do not pay back a loan.
He also said that a loancounseling video tape is in use at the
university so that students actually
know what type of loan they are getting and when payments began. " In
some schools, students didn't know
what they are signing, " he said.
Over the summer, Cavazos
announced a sweep of schools,"
whose sole purpose is to profit at the
expense of our students and
taxpayers."
Schools that tend to have high
default rates are ones that teach
trades, such as hair styling,- office
skills or auto mechanics , according
to Cavazors .
Part of Cavazors' package to slow
the high default rate includes
tighter eligibility req uirments for
the guaranteed loans and tougher
enforcement, I such as frequertt

rates of 40 to 60 percent to reduce
those rates by five percent .
• Require schools with default
rates above 30 percent to delay dISbursing
loans
to , first-time
borrowers until 30 days after the
first day of classes .
.
• Require schools with default
rates above 20 per cent to submit
plans for preventing students from
defaulting on their loans.

investigations and more fraud
detection through a toll-free hot
line.
The highlights of his proposal is
to:
• Terminate, suspend, or limit
loans and other support for any
school with a default rate exceeding
60 percent. Terminations would
begin Jan. 1, 1991.
• Require all schools with default
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from page 1
four areas such as: The hIstory of the
national chapter, history of the local
chapter, Greek philosophy, and
operation of the fraterntiy. After he
has passed · all the areas of the
examine with 80 percent or better
and has a 2.0 grade pOint average,
then, through a secret ritual, he will
hecome a full member of the
fraternity."
The legislation, which was passed
. by the delegation last August, calls
for an implementation of the membership development over a two
year period. The full implementation should be achieved by September 1, 1991.
"The decision from the national
office is eliminating pledging as a
way to put a stop to the deaths in the
entire greek system. The problem
with hazing is not so much a problem here at UMSL as opposed to
Mizzoui or Rolla where the fraternity houses are on campus," Tony
Toarmina, a member of the TKEs ,

fratermty, dIed as a resulf of hazlllg.
She is the founder of the Committee
to Halt Useless College Killing
[CHUCK) and made the following
statements during the TKE international convention: " More than 50
students have died from hazing
incidents during the last ten years.
Whenever you have a two-tiered
system where there are members
and "pledges," the opportunity for
hazing persists. Tau Kappa Epsilon
undergraduates have taken the lead
in removing that opportunity. "
Sandy MacLean, Vice Chancellor
for Student Affairs at UM-St. Louis,
states, " I'm glad that the greek
organizations are outlawing the use
of hazing as a form for initiating
members. I and other college
officals have been opposing this for
the past fifty years. I am also
pleased about the fact that many of
our greek organizations at UI\ISL
have eliminated it. I have been at
the University for 12 years and so

The TREs are gettmg a lot 01 nelp
these days on both national and
local level, especially from former
President Ronald Reagan, a member of the TKE fraternity at Eureka
College in Illinois. Reagan has been
the featured narrator for a new
educational video tape series which
is included as part of a membership
development program which will be
part of a five part series. "The Spirit
of The TKEs" .will be the first video
educational program of its kind in
the enitire fraternity system. Each
module covers different areas of the
fraternity operation, including:
Leadership and Personal Development,
Academic
Achievement,
Fraternity
History,
Chapter
Management, Organization and
Structure, Member Standards and
ResponSibilities,
and
Alumni
Opportunities
The TKE organization is also getting help from Mrs. Eileen Stevens,
who's son, a pledge of Klan Alpine

far I haven't gotten any complaints
about hazing."
" The reason is that UMSL is a
commuter campus and most of the
fraternity houses are off campus ,
the problem has not surfaced here
as dpposed to other colleges and
universities such as Mizzou or
Rolla. Plus most of our student body
are around the age of 26 years old.
We have a ·mature group of students,
so, therefore, I don't believe they
would even partiCipate in this type
of activity. My office tries its best to
meet with the various greek fraternites throughout the entire school
year to inform them what the
university policy regarding hazing
is ," MacLean added.
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issue
of
eliminating
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.Hamburger or Hot Dog,
Chips & Soda

$3.00
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Chips
Popcorn
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SEND NO MONEY!
Like to help out with
gomethin' like this? Then gtop by
the office of gtudent activitieg
U. Center for more info on ...

contemporary mUllcal
Euantl

Recr8itlon I TriUel

(small concerts, dances, so/a music)

(outdoor activities, ski trips, Spring
Break, etc.)

Uldeo Prel8ntitlon.

Exhibit. & DI.play.

(film series, TV Lounge)

(art, photos, or other exhibits)

epeelal Euantl

PromotiOn. & marketing
Art. & Lactur ..

(comedy, variety,
events, etc.)

campus-wide

(speakers, theatre, fine arts, elc.)

But act now by mamng or dropping off a photo of yourself-with name,
address and telephone number - at the Current office:
1 Blue Metal Building
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, MO 63121 .
553-5174

DEADLINE: September 21,1989
Photos will be returned upon request.
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To uchstone Trans orms'Trash Queen'
by Loren Richard Klaus
book reviewer
Thanks to the Walt Disney
Studios (Touchstone Pictures),
the career of Bette Midler is in full
force. Her last five films have

been what the trad~s like to ' call
"blockbuster" successes (ie:
"Down And Out In Beverly Hills",
"Ruthless People", "Outrageous
Fortune", "Big Business", and
"Beaches"). Happily married and
a mother this new PE7rsona seems

outrageous and out-of-syn
hen
one takes into consideration the
'bumpy ride' that has been the career of Bette Midler.
Only after her husband told her
to plunge head first into comedy
did the star find her niche. Since
the early 1970's she had been
labeled as something of a freak.
Her beginnings were more than
humble as she found her first
audiences in the gay baths of New
York City. Her campy performances became known in those nontraditional circles complete with
grotesque makeup and costume.
Ace Collins has written a book
aptly titles "Bette Midler" (St.
Martin's Press, $14.95, 164 pages)
that chronicles the rise and fall
and rise of one of America's most
unlikely of stars.

Not classically beautiful by any
stretch of the imagination, Bette
Midler became something of a
symbol for many. She was the
'common woman' with an uncommon flair for stage presence. This
was never more evident than in
her performance in the movie
"The Rose". This fantasy tale
based in part on the life of singer
Janis Joplin catapulted Midler
into international popularity.

One

Man~ s

elvis
boUine
by Greg Albers
associate features editor
This past summer, my
family participated in that
great American ritual in which
we invite perfect strangE[rs to
brwose through our garbage
and give us money for anything
they wish to take home. That's
right,
I'm talking about
garage sales.
The first order of business in
preparing for our garage sale
was to assemble everything we
wanted to get rid of. Sounds like
an easy task. Just put everything you don't use any more
into one big pile. Right? Not
quite.

"But you can't get rid of
them. Don't you want to give
them to your children?" I don't
know where that idea came
from. I guess that's just the way
moms think.
"First of all, I don't have any
kids. When I do have some, they
won't want some old stuffed
animals. They'll probably want

In the search for things to
sell, I wandered into the
deepest, darkest corner of the
basement. There I found an old
dusty box filled with Lincoln
Logs, plastic soldiers (l had the
Alamo set with Davey Crockett,) and of course, Tonka
trucks. I then did what any
other mature adult would do in
the same situation. I made sure
nobody was watching and I
. played with my toys.

The
stuffed
animals,
however, were another story.
Other than Ribbit,my stuffed
frog, I was never really
attatched tr,> any of the stuffed
animals I had. They could go. I
was upstairs affixing price
stickers to their fuzzy little
heads when my mom walked
in.

·ICORRECTlON' In th, A",",t 24
Issue of the Current, it was
incorrectly stated that Dr. William
Link was a faculty advisor to the Student Investment Trust. Ken Locke is
the moderator.
The Current regrets any confusion this may have caused.

post, I had a clear view of all the
customers. After a while, I
began to notice that they all
seemed to fall into' one of
several different categories.

The handyman/pack rat is a
large man, probably retired,
who is looking for old furniture
to restore and resell. Although
he has never actually completed one, he likes to talk
about all the projects he is
working on, and what he plans
to do when he "gets around to
it." His garage, basement and
attic will become so full of
uncompleted projects, that he
periodically must have garage
sales to make room for new
undertakings. He also likes to
buy obscure power tools
because he "might need it some
day."

.

some electronic bear that
speaks five languages and
plays video games."
"Fine," she said. "Do what
you want." She said it in a way
that only a mother can. The
translation is "Fine, walk all
over your poor mother's heart.
I carried you for nine months
and this is the thanks I get."
Needless to say, I still have the
stuffed animals.
I eventuallv did find enough
things to C'ont"ribute. The stuff I
was selling was pretty much
worthless, but I figured' there
had to be someone out there
who would buy them. As P.T.
Barnum said, "There's a sucker
born everv minute."
Finally, the day.of our garage
sale arrived. At my insistance,
I worked the cash box (Ilove the
way money feels.). From my

for those readers who are interested in how someone can rise so
fast and fall so hard and then'
rise again.
Not a typical 'Hollywood Story'
by a long shot, "Bette Midler"
documents the human spirit as it
overcomes the most impossible
odds.
The so-called "Queen of Trash"
is a thing of the past. In her pla'ce
is a fine comedy actress. She
defines herself most recently as:
" ... Tender. full of good will, enormously happy, and surrounded by
wonderful people."

people wrote her off as just" ... a
money hungry woman who cared
little for anything other than herself." Before her film debut in
"The Rose", Midler was the victim
of bad press.
Even though "The Rose"
opened to mixed reviews in 1979,
the movie was to earn Midler an
Academy Award nomination for
Best Actress. The film was a huge
financial success and it seemed
.that Midler could do no wrong.
However, as the book illus'~
trates, nothing could have been
further from the truth. Her follow
film, "Divine Madness-a concert
review- fell flat. Midler's 'star'
was fading fast. By 1982, everything seemed to come apart after
bad press involving Midler and up
and coming actor Ken Wahl.
From all predictions this
should have been a casualty.
The following four years concerns itself with an actress/ singer
who has a breakdown and
recovers. It is a book written not
only for fans of Bette Midler, but

Speak Out

I

I

by J ay M ich e al Todd
ph otog rap her/reporter
The question " WH AT WAS TH E
HIGHLIGHT OF YO UR SUMMER?" was posed to some UMSt. Louis students and here are
their r,eplies.

The professional garage sale
shopper is generally a woman
between the ages of 45 and 70.
She usually arrives hefore
seven a.m., and is looking for
antiques, crafts, and gifts for
her grandchildren. This woman
will NEVER pay the price listed on the item.

The one item shopper is
under thirty and is looking for
one specific object, usually
cheap furniture. Usually, he
has just left home and is looking for something for the new
apartment. The one item shopper always seems like he's in a
hurry and never stops to chat.

After a while, I came to the
reaHzati()n that there was no
way I was ever going to sell
these things that had brought
me so much happiness for all ·
those years. You just can't put a
price on memories, not even a
cold hearted business major
like me.

works. The author explains that
the early Midler fit in more with
the 'flashy' gambling strips of Las
Vegas and the dingy bath-houses
of New York city. She was outlandish and known as a 'big mouth'.
Her act was unsophisticated and
more than a little raunchy.
In 1972, with the help of people
like Barry Manilow and a staff of
professionals at Atlantic Record,
Midler recorded her first and
finest . album: "The Divine Miss
'M' " was one of the best· selling
albums of 1973. Songs like
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy", and
old Andres Sisters' hit of World
War II became one of the year's
hottest songs. l'4idler's cover of
the son "Superstar" became the
finest reading of that song to date.
Another son, "Friends" became
her signature sane, while "Do You
Want To. Dance" became a
bonafide .top ten hit.
Campy performances followed,
. along with Midler's "Clams On
The Halfshell Revue". In spite of
all the success, Barry Manilow
says of her " ... She was the most
insecure person in the world."
In the second half of the 1970's,
Midler's career suffered a
downhill slide. She never made a
record to equal or surpass her ini-

tial effort, "The Divine Miss 'M'"
and she became depressed. She
also gained a lot of weight. Manv

Speak Easy

Junk ...

"You're not going to sell
those are you?" she asked
increduously.
"Yeah, why not? I don't
need them."

"Bette Midler", the book tells the
story of Bette Midler, the person
with a sense of candor that is
seldom found in autobiographical

.

And of course, a garage sale
wouldn't be complete without a
few whining, crying children.
They either ask, "When are we
going home," every three
minutes, or else they throw tantrums when their mother
refuses to buy them every tvy
. they point out. Then, in that low
growl that all mothers use
when they don't want to make a
scene, their mothers"threaten
them with a spanking if they
don't shut up.
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"I went to school, had a
boring
summer,
but
I
studied."-Chris
Buettner,
freshman, Business.

"Went to Padre ISland and laid
out on the beach and checked out
the women." Carl Schultz, freshman, Criminal Justice .

"Starting school was my
highli ght. I've been waiting
for ten years." Holly Redman,
freshman,
Early
Childhood
Education.

.~.

" Spe nd ing a lot of time
with my gi rlfriend, and cruising around in my car." Mike
Garret,
freshman,
Business
Administration/Marketing.

" Pa rty ing, bar- h opp ing ."
Phillip Ordowkhanian, junior,
Chemistry.

1

!
~

t
~

;J .

*****
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Our garage sale turned out to
be success. We made a nice little profit, and I learned a lot
about human nature and greed
(especially mine). There w_as
one thing, however, that I could
not figure out. Why are all gar·
age sales on Wednesday? 1~
there something in the Constitution about this? Maybe a
special branch of the C.LA
enforces this law. I don't know.
If somebody out there knows.
I'd love to hear from you.

•..
••

·•

,
••

··••..
·
HEADS UP: UM-St. Louis students, Dean Hum phrey and Joe Ng uyen t0S3 the'boom era:1g
around behind Lucas Hall.
.
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KWMV

from page 1

Students serve in internships
for course credit in order to form
a section of KWMU' s staff.
" I encourage students to apply
for an internship tbrough the
Communications Department. It
is not just radio majors who are
interns , Music , engineering, and
management are some of the
others. I would like to involve
other majors ," tbe new General
Manager said.

..

The University's connection
with KWMU is also positi.ve , At
almost every level, according to
Wente, tbey understand broadcast journalism and the ethics
involved.

Do your d reams include college?

CHEERLE ADING
TRY-OUTSo
J4"OR UM-St.Louis
1989-90 Squad

Let us help with a stude nt loan.
Now is the time t o apply.
Call today for details!

Banli

Monday,Sept. 25 and Wednesday, Sept. 27, 1:30-3:,30
pm Conditioning work-outs begin Monday,Sept 8 at 1:30 pm in

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE

383-5555

Wente hopes that those ratings
can cut-off bad press that has
plaugued that station in local
newspapers.
., Arbitron ratings appear to ha ve
increased with the listenership but
we are waiting for the results . Some
areas hav e been incr eased but
others have been maintained ."
In the August 31 edition of the St.
Louis Po st-Dis pa tch Doug Carroll
said. "If the KWMlf -FM newsroom
- a ~onverted clas sroom - is stateof-the- art. then the broadcas t art
must be in a sorrv state."
Changes
in
staff
have
Wente's re s pon'se to the article is
occurred. " We lost three fullone
of hope. ,
time employees and are assess "The attitude that is reflected by
ing the needs of the station
the press is a true depiction of wha:
before I post those positions ."
the communitv and staff feel.
In the past year KWMU, braodWente said ... ' Chiding in article s
casting at 97 ,00 wat~,s , bas seen
such as these anger me . The umiveran improvement in their ratings.
sity a nd KWlYIU can do better thall
hat. With the proper goa ts an d
/'f 'd ucation in p lace we can ach ie\'e a
.: ue state of the art broadcasting
facility. Thais w hy I cam~. "
Mary Ed)Vards. production editor
of the program guide, said, "1 h a ve
,confidence in Wente be,e.a use she
has an excellent background. The
future
is Yen' erl,couraging be e use
/
of her leadership and I expect her to
facilitate growt h. "
"The Administration has been
waiting for some kind of analysis
of what it will take to make this a
complimentary effective licensee. So far I have found them very
receptive. And they want tbis just
about as much as I do. They have
a very professional bandle on tbe
fact tbat while we are licensed to
the-University we are licensed by
the
FCC
(Federal
Communications
Commission),
Went e said:"

ST. LOUIS, MO. 63121

Member FDIO

Mark Twin Gym.
Try-out material will be taught Wednesday and Friday, Sept 20
and 22, at 1:30 pm in Mark Twain Gym .
Tryouts are open to all UM-St.Louis students MALE and
FEMALE,carrying a minimum of 12 credit hours a semester.'
Expe rienc e is not ne cess ary; dedication and enthusiam are!
For further information, contact CAROL MCGRAW at 553-6216
or Room 225 Research.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

FtJundl'd I ~HiS hy Irvin F___ IlI

Sept 14-19

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH '

The Russ
Bono Band

A UDITIONS!
If ~u are a yo u~ man or
"\)maJ1. 17 )-ears or older

"ith a serious interest
in spre<lding laughter
through the an·
cient art of Cir·
[US clol'.lling,
RinJ:llinJ:l
Bros. and
Bailey
Clown College.
a tuition·free
instiiution of
higher leaminJ:l,
would like to
see you at our
Auditions. Wear
comfortable
clothes, and
don 't forget
your funny
bone'

Thu. SEPT. 14 • 5:00 PM
St. Louis Arena
(5700 Oakland Avenue)
Call:
Kathleen Heinz
Info

(314) 6 44-0909
or Clown College
1-800-237-963 7

Earn
...
whilevou
learn.

WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM

A
COVER!

·Dancer
b "n

HAPPy

f\.Jm\

HOUR!

Sundell;

LIVEBRO:l,DC:" -1
6 pm 11:30 pm
THEORIGINA
SUNDAY
NIGHT

Manpower is looklflg (or

students intereste d in
earning g real pay - plus
commissions. We olter
flexilJle hOlJrs, And '/aluable
trainmg and ousitl p.ss
. exper ience. Plus free use
of a personal compuler.

If you're a full·li[l1e studenl,

Sophomore

or fabo~e , w,llh .
at.leJsl a B averJC}e :Jnd

FREE Buffet

are comp uier lallllliar,

Ewryda A

MallpolVcr needs you as a
COLLEGIATEREP to promote
Ihe sales at Ir,e

Dlffe[ent
Menu

Every
Tues.

OLDIES
SHOW!

Thursday, September 14
3:30PM
203 Mark Twain Building

Any full time female student interested in tryi ng ont for the UMSl. Lou is Varsity Women's Tennis Team shou ld attend this meeting.
For more inform ation, contact:
Pam Steinmetz, Head Coach
.
203 Mark Twain 553-5123

Sept 2 1-26

~ersonal

SI'slemJ2
on campus.

5·7 pm

6 -9 pm

For exper ience Ihat pays,
c"11 loclay .

LIVE! ON
LOCATION
Get out of the shower
a nd into the
spotlight!
. You sing your
favorite
1-270
hits.
for
at
Dorsett
Rd.
NE Corner

from page 1

will be assessed unless a \' ehicle is
parked in a handicapped zone or is
blocking t he road .
The closing of Ga rage "D'·. due to
structural repairs has been the a
source of the parking problem .
Completion oHile structur'e is due in
late September.
Howe ver,
Garage
"H"
is
scheduled to close in f he near fut ure
prolo ngin g the shortage of s paces .
Chariperso ns of s even olltof eigh .
committee's were selcted at Tuesday's meeting. Mary Creason was
voted to head th e Ao min istrat i ve
Committee : Diana
Rod e baugh.
Communications: Stephe n Hoy er.
Grievance: Joe Clo le , Minori ty
Affairs: Caro l Dugan, Student
As socation Founda tlo.n: and CoCh,airmen. Shaun McDonald a nd
Ka thy Wiles. Un iverstiy Ge nter
Ad viso r y Board .

UM-St. Louis VARSITY

~ EVER

SEEK YOUR CAREER WITH

ASSEMBLY

. MANPOWER, IN C.
635 Ma ryville Centre Drive
Suite 1 ~1
St, Louis, MO 6 3141
576-1070
Never A Fee

more
info
.291-4030

EOE

I

I
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We S ee No Evil, Hear No Evil;
Speak No Evil...

i

=
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Available on all
St. LOUIS County
and City Cable.
Syste ms

Self- Impr ovement
through teleVISion

II
~

;
REACH HIGHER
Cail today

(314) 725-3712
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We Ne ed Writersl

Jfyou have the desire to keeptbe campus informed, call the Cur·

rent and become a reporter
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CURRENT

Football ~

Rivermen Drop Home Opener Anyone?
by David Workman
copy editor

by Mike Van ROd
8ports editor

The UM-St. Louis Rivermen soccer team opened their 1989-90
season with a 1-0 loss tothe Cougars
of Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville. Both teams fought
extremely hard on defense, finishing the regulation play in a 0-0 tie.
Throughout the two periods of
regulation play, neither team had a
time when they were in control.
The first substantial shot on goal
came at 80:30 into regulation, when
UM-St. Louis' Brian Hennessy shot
a pass centered by Warren Dey.But
the shot was successfully blocked by
SIU-E goalie Sllawn O'Fallon. Up to
that point, neither team had gotten
close enough to the opposing goal to
have a goo<L shot at scoring,
. Throughou't the entire first two
periods, both teams fired the ball
from end to 'end, but neither team
.could control it well enough once it
was down near the goal. Both teams
committed a total of 42 fouls, with
one yellow card given to SIU-E's
Steve Hausmann at 79:50.
The Rivermen finished the night
with 27 fouls, while the Coug.ars
accumulated 15. UM-St. Louis'
goalie, Pat Mulvaney, ended up with
an impressive opening night with 6
saves, while SIU -E's O'Fallon
finished with 4 saves.
Both teams bad double digit
figures with shots on goal, the
Rivermen ending the night with 19,
while SIU-E shot 12. With the game
in overtime, tied 0-0, UM-St. Louis'
Todd Barry made an impressive
shot on goal, but it was blocked by
O·Fallon.
At the 12 minute mark of overtime, the Cougars were set up for a
shot on goal by Richard Jambga, but
Mulvaney saved the shot at 12: 15.
UM-St. Louis got one more chance
at a shot at the other end. but the ball
was stolen at midfield and booted
the other way. That set up SIU-Ks
next attempt at a goal. With time
ticking away toward the end of the
first overtime period. SIU-E made
another shot on goal. but it flew over
the top of the goal. and the horn
sounded, ending the first overtime
period.

Well, the 70th National Football
kicks off this
and ho-hum, Busch
Stadium will be sitting quiet and
empty again on Sundays. Does anybody really care? With a little bit of
luck, though, one of those Sundays
could be filled with a baseball Cardinal playoff game ... ? Oh, and of
course, the Rolling Stones will play
the venue on September 17, but that
only qualifies as an event of musical
importance and doesn't signify that
the Stones would play there seven
more times, as in the case if anNFL
franchise was situated here.
It's too bad that SL Louis can't
field a team in the NFL like most
major cities (I guess Green Bav isn't
a major city, but we all know of their
gloried past). The shenanigans and
idiosyncrasies of Bill Bidwell and
the former St. Louis football Cardinals are well known and snickered
at around the league. His continued
and eventual threat to move out "if
his needs weren't met," and the
I1lJLlllllllcnt departure to Phoenix, left
black eye on St. Louis that goes
much more than skin deep.
Yes, St. Louis does have major
professional
sports
here-the
baseball Cardinals without question
have one of the most stable, most
beloved,
and
most sucessful
franchises in team sports today. The
St. Louis Blues offer a competitive,
~~i2~~~:.£.f;..;.."""'~~~~""""_ _~'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _-=--__--:-~__--:--::-:-_---''-.J1
not altogether flashy and mostly
HE SHOOTS ... : Rivermen Todd Barry (6) takes a shot on goal. T,ne Rivermen lost to Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, 1 -0 in
eless, cast of skaters who comdouble overtime,
pete in the infamouslv shallow and
At 3:44 into the second overtime,
"The oppurtunities were there,"
defenders Brian Hennessy and Greg
The Rivermen have been ranked nondescript Norris division of the
SIU-E drove down the field and set
UM-St. Louis coach Don Da:Jlas said. .Tiebers.
13th
in
the
Gatorade/ National Hockey League. But someup for another shot.Dey picked the
"We just couldn't score."
thing else is lacking and sorely
ball away from the Cougars and
However, despite the loss, Dallas
needed in the St, Louis sports
Games of local interest dominate
Intercollegiate Soccer Association community-another professional
attempted to clear it to the wing.
said he is encouraged by the team's
the Rivermen's early season play.
of America pre-season national sports team, or two'
But as Dey kicked it, his left foot
effort during the opening game.
poll. Five of their opponentsAfter a road match on Sept. 6,
slipped, and the ball remained in the
"I saw a lot of positiVe things,"
If Napoleon had his Waterloo,
center.
.
Tampa (8th). Oakland (4th), Rollins
against Harris-Stowe State College.
Dallas said. "All of our new perforen the betterment of the St. Louis
(17th). Sacramento State (19th), and
the Rivermen visit the St. Louis SocThat set up SIU-Ks Bob Garmers did a good job. We are not disssional sports community
Northeast Missouri State (20th)cer Park for a match against St.
ofalo's pass and assist to Steve
couraged at all."
have Mayor Schoemehl and
are also rated in the top 20.
Hausmann,
who
scored
past
Louis University for the St. Louis
Dallas was pleased with the play
McNary as its main adverMulvaney.
Cup.
of senior goalkeeper Pat Mulvaney
s. Their constant battles have
The Billikins, ranked No.12
Th,"only remaining chance for the
in only his second starting assignThe Rivermen's next home game II but eliminated any real hope for
nationally in the Division I preRivermen came with 3:45 remainment of his career.
is scheduled for Wednesday, Seppossible NFL franchise here in the
season poll. lead the overall series
ing, but Brian Hennessy's shot
tember 13. against Washington ear future. Oh sure .. plans have
Dallas was also impressed by the
with the Rivermen 15-2-1.
missed the top of the goa\.
University. Game time is 7:30 p.m,
performances put out by freshmen
een made to expand the Cervantes
ntion Center. but completion
f that is years away, an-d doesn'
uarantee a football team upon
mpletion.
If St. Louis really considers itself
"major league" City with just two
fessional
franchises.
then
The UM -St. Louis womens soccer .-\nne De Gunia. Berry had t\\'o goals
team
travelled
to and an assist in the tournament.
"Christine Berr\' had an outstandRomeoville,Illinois
this
past
weekend to participate in the ing weekend." H~dson said. "She
Umbro Fl\'er Classic. The River- controlled Sunday's game."
Bcrrv was one of three UM-Sf..
women won both of their games, 2-0
over Lewis University on Saturday Louis players named to the alland 2-1 against St. Joseph's Univer- tournament team. Timm and
sity on Sunday.
Intagliata were thc others.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
which
also
Ten schools on the LJI\l-St. Louis
ACTIVITIES
DEADLINE BEGINS
DAYS
TIMES
defeated Lewis and St. Joseph·s. schedule have been ranked in the
was crowned the tournament cham- Gatorade/ lntercollegiate
Soccer
WELCOME BACK SOFTBALL TOURNEY & BBg: Fun!
Sep 15
Sep 17
Sunday 12noon
they're living in the era of black and
pion by virtue of a tiebreaker. Even Association pre-season national
SWIM THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER CLUB; Swim for Fitness
None
lmytime Open
PoolHrs
white television. Certainly viable.
though UW-Milwaukee outscored polls
TENNIS SINGLES TOURNAMENT; Beg, int, Adv
competent, and numerous profesScp 13
9/16,23 2 Sat.
9:00am
Nine of those schools are ranked
their opponents the same as UM-St.
sional sports teams in the comCOED VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES: Students.Fae/Staff
M(\I.I
Scp I3
Scp 18
7-1Opm
Louis(4-1). they won on corner in the NCAA Division II Top 20.
munity increases the awareness and
TOUCH FOOTBALL LEAGUES; 7-Man/Mens,Womens
Scp J3
Scp 19
Turn1
2.3.4pm
kicks. 11-9.
They are Barr" (2nd). North
enthusiasm of civic responsibility
BOWLING DOUBLES; Ferguson Lanes/6-8wk League
S<.:p 1:3
Sep 20
Wed
2:00pm
.. At least we won the two games-Caroli'na-Greensboro (7th). Merand pride. in addition to putting
GOLF TOURNAMENT; Students.Fac,Slaff/9&18 Hole
None
Sep 22
Friday
9am-3pm
that's what counts." Head coach Ken
cvhurst (9th). Adelphia (10th). Norvaluable green backs in the city cofPUNT, PASS, AND KICK CONTEST; Mens.Womens
None
9/26,28 lUn11
2-4pm
Hudson said. "I was pleased with the
t~ast
Missouri
State
(12th).
FUN RUN; 1.5 &. 3 Mile Courses/Mens,\Vomens
None
Oct 3
Tues
12:3Opm
way we played. especially on
Northern Colorado (14th). Quincy fers. Having the vacancies of other
Sunday ...
(17th). California Poly-Pomona sports only creates a vacuum thats
SOCCER LEAGUES; 9-Man/Mens,\Vomens
Oct 4
Oct 9
2,3.4pm
M/W
(19th). and Wisconsin-Milwaukee difficult to fill.
Even though Lewis outshot VMFRISBEE GOLF TOURNAMENT; MeIls,Womcns
None
9/10-13 Tu-Fri
9am-4pm
I think St. Louis should take a clIe
st. Louis in the first game by a 6-5 (20th). UM-St. Louis also received
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT; I-Nig.h t/Mens,Womcns
Oct 24
Oct 25
Wed
7-11 pm
votes from the national committee. from the city of Indianapolis on hov,:
margin, Monietta Slay and Christine
RACQUETBALL CLImC FOR BEGINNERS; One-Day
Oct 24
Oct 26
12:3Opm
ThUTS
Cincinnati. another UM-St. Louis thev've developed into a first-class.
Berry scored for the Riverwomen to
COED HOC SOC LEAGUE; 9-Man Indoor Soccer
Oct 24
Oct 30
M(\V
7,8,Spm
opponent.
is ranked 16th in the Divi- much-admired communit)' of havgive
them
their
first
win.
RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT; I-Week/Beg, lnt, Adv
Oct 24
Oct 30-4 Me-Fri
TBA
I
ing quality. modern. and affordable
Goalkeeper
Linda
Allen
registered
sion
II
poll
Nov 7
Nov 9
6-11pm
COED WALLYBALL WURNAMENT; 1-Night/4 per Team
Thurs
facilities for their teams to play in.
the
shutout.
UM-St.
Louis
came
. aASKETBALL FREE THROW CONTEST; Mens/Womens
None
11/7-10 Tu-Fri
11am-1pm
such as the Hoosier Dome and
back from a 1-0 deficit as Christ.ine
.National powcr Barr\' Universitv.
\::::BASKETBALL HOT SHOT TOURNEY; Mens.\y_omens
None
11/7-10 Tu-Fri
llam-l m
Market Square Arena. I can see wh)'
Berry and Laura Schlenk scored to
ranked N (). 2 in Divisio;l II. will kick the Baltimore Colts left the confines
give them the victory.
off the UM-St. Louis home season of decrepit Memorial Stadium to
Overall. Hudson was pleased with
this Sunday. Sept. 10. at the VM-St.
play in a state of the art facility like
the play of defenders Julie
Louis Soccer Stadium. the game will
the Hoosier Dome.
I~tagliata. Mary Pat Timme, and
begin at noon.
Not being a native of SI. Louis. it
doesn't take a whole lot of sense to
see that the city severl)' lags behind
others. when it comes to having
first-rate facilities for teams to play
in. or the possibilit\' of attracting
by Barb Braun
She said she thought was their
other potential teams and sports to
I
associate sports editor
best match was against Washington
the area.
U. "We had great defense, and
I suppose there's no real easy'
Too often people are led to some awesome plays, especially the
solution
to this problem other than
believe that athletes live their slams by Wendy Poropat She
having a collection of the comwhole lives play by play, or that all would yell 'set' and everyone would
munity leaders sit down. intelligenfemale athletes are Amazons.This wait for someone else to hit the ball.
tly discuss this problem. and come
is not true. Tuesday night over She would then slam it and get the
up with a reasonable and affordable
Sloppy Joes. corn on the cob, and point.'· said HalL
solution. Certainly money is going
potatoes. I chatted with three of the
to playa role in what and where a
volleyball
players:
Stephanie
new facility will be placed. But I also
Hahn, Cynthia Hall. and Stephanie
Karen r.;lImgton hit an average of
think that some of the money could
Jensen about their past and future. .452 for the whole tournament.
come from some of the corporate
r found out some little-known pergiants of the St. Louis community.
sonal facts about each player.
When asked about Quincy, Hall.
and we all know who they are. It's too
For example, Stephanie Hahn is
bad that some blind prejudice with
called "ALF" by her teammates Hahn. and Jensen agreed that the
certain teams allows overlooked
because she is an "alien" from team didn't offer much.
prejudice on other possible teams.
Canada. Cynthia Hall grew up in
It was nice to have an almost pacSpringfield, 11. and is highly
Coach
Denise
Silvester
said
it
ked
house at Busch Stadium for the
opposed to the sport of cow tipping.
NFL preseason game here a few
Stephanie Jensen grew up in was a good warm-up game.
weeks ago. But really. what is that
Aurora, I1. and has two kittens.
The Riverwomen volleyball team
going to tell the league's heirarchy"
competes this weekend at the St.
And what about the latest snafu to
Last weekend, at SLU, the RiverLouis Red & Gold Invitational.
find
a new arena in downtown st.
women
took
on
Quincy,
They play at 5 p.m. Friday against
Louis for the Blues? Is the Cupples
I,\(ashington U.. and SLU.
Southern Indiana; 8 p.m. Friday
warehouse facility going to be synWhen asked about their worst
against Southeast Missouri State
onymous with Sill Bidwell when'
match. Hahn said, "Probably SL(J,
and
noon
Saturday
against
comes to the lack of progress in the
Northwest Missouri State. The
professional St. Louis sports complayoff matches begin at 2 p.m.
munity? Only time will tell. let's
because our defense wasn't ·fast
Saturday.
hope it isn't too long of a time ..
enough ."

Lady Kickers
Win
First
Two
IT JRI1r ~£ li'i! W~£lli~

r(. _
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Commentary

ROOM 203 MARK TWAIN 553-5125

l

Women Spikers
Take 2 oJ 3 Games

Frankly Speaking
•

SORRY ABoUT, lHE NUMBf:R
LOT~ OF INJVRfE5 LAS-i
~EAR·

~

He lp Wanted
PART TIM E J O B GA ROENING
S HO PPI NG
ODD J OB S. FLEXI BLE
HOURS, GOOD PAY.
REQUIRED CAll
~o .'~- I· ~ ~1
AND LEAVE
ESSAGE .
COLLEGE REP WANTED
to distribute 'Student
Rate' subscription cards
on campus. Good income,
no selling involved. For
information and application write to
CAMPUS
SERVICE, 1024 W. Solar
Drive,
Phoenix,
Az.
85021.
Intramural
officials
needed for touch football
soccer and volleyball. Ex:
perience not required.
Self-confidence and a will
learn attitude recommonded. Pay Is $5.00 per
g ame. Apply at Intramural
Office 203 Mark Twain 10
4 pm. MondaY- Friday
553-5125.
.
•
.
Sunchase Tour IS current·
Iy recruiting Campus Rep~esentatives to promote
our Collegiate Winter Ski
Trips a-Spring Break Ski &
Beach Trips. Earn top commissions and free tripsl
Call 1-800-321-5911 for
additional
info~mation .
Campus
Organizations
welcome!
Part-time Clerical. Monday
through Thursday 4 pm
until 9 pm, $6.64/hour.
Position
open
for
freshmen,
sophomores,
juniors & months office experience required. Contact Frances at SWAP
off ice
for
details
at
x5317.
COLLEGE/CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVE
EARN TOP $. FLEXIBLE
HOURS FUN. ENJOYABLE.
REWARDING
GROSS UP TO $20,000
PER YEAR BY HELPING
FRIENDS
RECEIVE
GRANTS/
SCHOLARSHIPS.
FOR
INFO
PLEASE
CALL
:(213)967-2115.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING.
Flight Attendants, Travel
Agents, Mechanics, Customer Service. Listings.
Salaries to $105 K Entry
revel pOSitions. Call (1)
B05-687-6000
Ext A2 166.

GOVERNMENT
JOBS
$16,0 4 0 - $59,230/ y r. Now
Hiring. Call (1) 805-6876000 Ext. R-2166 for current federal list

'HOR1ZONS-STUDENTS
HELPING
STUDENTS'.
For details call 553-5730,
ask for Angie or Dana or
stop by 427 SSB.

Our way.

OVERSEAS JOBS. Also FOR SALE
cruiseships.
$10,000- 1984 CHEVETTE DIESEL
$105,000/yr! Now Hiringl AUTOMATIC TRANSMISListingsl (1) 805-687- SION.45 MILES TO. THE
GALLON,
HIGHWAY_
6000.
RUNS
WELL;
GOOD
For Rent
BASIC
mANSPORTANORMANDY
EAST
& TION CAR. $800-$1,000.
CALL
828-5889
IF
WEST APARTMENTS. 1 &
INTERESTED.
2 Bedroom. apartments,
hardwood floors, applian- GOVERNMENT HOMES
ces, C/ A off street parking, from $1 (U repair). Delintax
property.
laundry facilities, storage. quent
$310.00-$325.00.
Repossessions. Call 805KOHNER PROPERTIES 687-6000 Ext GH-2166
862-5955.
for current Tepa list
ROOM
FOR
RENT
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF
UMSL
UTILITIES
INCLUDED.
WASHER ADN DRYER
INCLUDED. $200.00 A
MONTH. CALL DAVR AT
381-5753 AFTER 9:00
pm
'.

Miscellaneous

UM-ST.LOUIS
WOMEN'TENNIS TEAM
invites interested full:tlme
female students to attend
an organizational meeting
ThursdaySeptember 1411t
3:30 pm in 203 MarkTwain
Building. For further information, contact Coach
Pam Steinmetz 2Q.3MT
553-5123. We need youl
Looking for an apartment? Let Apartment
Finder Magazine help
lor free. Apartment Fin·
dar Magazine features
an area maps, county
maps,
color
photographs, apartment
communities, descrlptlons
locations
ame~ltles, rental rate~
and m ore. For a free
copy call Apartment Flnder
MagaZine,
997.
9397.
To much to do and not
enough time! Attend a
Time
Management
Workshop. 211-212 Clark
Hall, Tues. Sept. 12, 12:302:00 pm. For details call
.
'HOrizons-Students Helping Students' at 553·
5730.
TO ALL MALAYSI AN S.
SEPAK
RAGA
DE MON STRATIO N FO R
T HE SEPT. 13 EXPO AT
UMSL. THOSE W HO
ARE INTERESTED CALL
DATO'RAZAK
5211767.

Personal
RbOMMATE
WANTED.
FULLY FURNISHED. 2BR,
AIR
CONDITIONED,
POOL, TENNIS. $175/mo
PLUS 1/2 UTILITIES. 3
MINUTES FROM UMSL
383-3504
ASK
FOR
MIKE.
Princess Nancy,
Your smile brightens my
day and your friendship
brightens my life. Thanks
for putting up with me.
Prince TerryThe Pauper.
Seezle (A. C.), Dog you better chill on the brew before
you kill off the rest of your
brain cells. I'm look in' to
kick some butt crevices for
T-10 in softball. Gar.
Sisters of Delta Zeta,
Thanks to all the sisters of
Delta seta who came to
the TKE Picnic. Hope you
had fun and Thanks for
your support.
Brothers of TKE.
SIGI,CASSI, informa.tion
on
careers,
majors,
colleges, financial aid and
much more at the Career
Resource Center in 427
SSB. !ours available. For
more Info call 553-5730.
The Brothers of TKE,
would like to welcome
back the sisters of Delta
Zeta, Alpha Xi Delta and
Zeta Tau Alpha. And a speclal welcome to their
pledges.
Go d L k,
TK~ uc
Penguin,
Here's to another great
semester and another
great GPA! Keep up the
good work.
Love, Baby Doll.

Research I nterviews. Flexible, part-time evenings &
SHAUN, HERE WE ARE
we ek-end
hours.
PC
TWO AND A HALF YEARS
familiari ty or typing skills a
TOGETHER AND STILLIN
p luS$5.00
an
hour. An ENT ION
EVE NI NG LOVE. I LOVE YOU VERY
Hazelwo od Trade Centre, STUDENTS the Career MUCH. ALLA
Lindberg 270.73 1-2 005. Resource Cen te r has new TAU KAPPA EPSILON
).n ENTIO N . HIRING! hou rs: Mon., Th urs., Fri. 8 Passion for style, concern
Gove rn ment jobs- your am-5 pm, Tues. and Wed. 8 for quality, and the sati s·
area Many immediate amoS pm. Stop bi 427 SSB faction of victory.
TKE HOTLINE (314)991openings without waiting andc~eck It au!.
$17840- Patncla,
you ra
the 6119 Become a brother,
list or test
$69,485. Call' 1-602~838- greatest I Good luck this 'not just a member.
8885. Ext R6729.
semester. A FAN from

You can save literally days of
work between now and graduation. Simply by using an HP
calculator. Th keep you from
endlessly retracing your steps,
ours have built-in shortcuts.
Such as the unique HP Solve
function for creating your own
formulas. Menus,labels and
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.

Better algorithms and chip
design help you finish much
faster and more accurately
than their way So, whether
you're in engineering, business, finance, life or social
sciences, we've got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as $49.95. Check it out
at your campus bookstore
or HP retailer.

There is a better way.
rli~ H EW LETT
a:~ P A C KAR D

0 1989 Hewlett· Packard

Ifyou can findaMacintosh
in tills ro9m,we mightput one
ill yours. Free.

In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple~ Macintosh'; Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own, .
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus, Oh, all tight, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of tbis ad.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on tbis
campus, and it's going to happen soon,
Soon, as in tight away Pronto, Quick-like.
But bey, you can take a bint.

"

Somebodys going to win afree Macintosh.
Enter August 28th-September 23rd
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